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Employment Services: Building Community

Miller Knott, President of Deco-Sign, partnered with The Arc NCR’s

Employment Services team to fulfill a need for hiring. Michael,

pictured to the left, was hired through this partnership, but quickly

began to fulfill more than just his job. Michael broke down social

barriers with his daily greeting routine, boosted morale across the

board and brought a sense of community to the workplace that Miller

was looking for. In terms of the partnership being about fulfilling a

job, Miller states, “the value that you get out of it is far greater.”

Congratulations to Michael for his success in employment and for the

great impact he is making with the Deco-Sign team.

Community Partners is Back

After the COVID-19 pandemic forced our Community Partners program

to close temporarily, many lost an important part of their life in getting

to routinely be together with friends and actively engage with their

community. However, now that Community Partners is opening back

up, there are lots of happy faces. Devin, Jordan and Andrew are so

happy to be together again. The Havre de Grace Boardwalk is one of

their favorite spots in the county, and the time they recently got to

spend there was a special time to reunite. Community Partners captured

this special moment in the photograph to the right.

Family Support Services: A Letter of Thanks

Heather is a parent who became involved with The Arc NCR’s Family

Support Services program when searching for resources to help her

son, Konner. Konner was born three months early, struggles with

learning disabilities and other behavioral health needs. Heather

participated in IEP training classes and parent support groups offered

by FSS, and these trainings provided the tools she needed to feel

educated and empowered. Both Heather and her son are now thriving

after connecting with Family Support Services, and Heather continues

to participate in parent support groups where she is able to connect

with other parents. Heather wrote a letter to our CEO, Shawn Kros, to

share her utmost gratitude, stating that the program “has truly made a

difference in my life, that of my son’s and our family!”
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